
 2019 Online Exam Review

A level English Lit Component 2

All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1(i) 895 10.4 2.6 15 69.2 33
1(ii) 895 30.7 7.9 45 68.2 33
2(i) 80 11.3 2 15 75 3
2(ii) 80 31.3 6.4 45 69.5 3
3(i) 892 9.7 2.9 15 64.8 32.9
3(ii) 895 29.5 8.4 45 65.6 33
4(i) 8 11.1 2.5 15 74.2 0.3
4(ii) 8 29.8 8.6 45 66.1 0.3
5(i) 830 10.2 2.2 15 68.1 30.6
5(ii) 828 30.6 6.8 45 68.1 30.5

6 146 43.5 8 60 72.6 5.4
7 277 42 8.4 60 69.9 10.2
8 1795 41.9 9.2 60 69.9 66.2
9 259 41.1 9.7 60 68.4 9.6

10 75 44.7 8.3 60 74.4 2.8
11 21 42 7.3 60 70.1 0.8
12 52 40.7 8.1 60 67.9 1.9
13 64 42.6 7.2 60 71 2.4
14 10 44.9 3.8 60 74.8 0.4
15 8 41.8 10.8 60 69.6 0.3
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Section B: Pre- and post-1900 Drama 
 


In the rubric for this section, candidates are informed that they will need to analyse how 
meanings are shaped, take account of relevant contexts and different interpretations which 
have informed their reading of their set drama text and to explore connections between 
those texts, even though this is not re-stated in each question. We should expect to see 
significant reference to contextual materials but examiners must bear in mind that 
candidates should be writing a literary essay which is fully and relevantly supported by 
references to contexts. Context-led essays with scant attention to the texts will not be able to 
score highly because contextual references are useful only insofar as they illuminate the 
critical reading and appreciation of texts. Similarly, the use of different interpretations will 
need to be fully integrated into the candidate’s discussion of the texts in light of the chosen 
task; displays of critical reading which are divorced from the texts and task cannot be 
rewarded highly. 
 
The following guidelines indicate where and how rewards can be earned and offer 
suggestions about the approaches candidates might take. When judging how much reward a 
candidate has earned under the different assessment objectives, examiners must consult 
the relevant assessment grid and look for a best fit which will then dictate a numerical mark.  
 
It is important to note that the indicative content and references to dramatic techniques 
(AO2), context (AO3) and connections (AO4) are not intended to be exhaustive: these are 
suggested approaches only. Candidates are free to choose any approach that can be 
backed up with evidence, and they should be rewarded for all valid interpretations. 
Candidates can (and most likely will) discuss parts of the play other than those mentioned in 
the mark scheme.  
 


Section B: Mark allocation 
 


AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 AO5 
10 10 10 20 10 
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Webster: The Duchess of Malfi (Methuen) 
Williams: A Streetcar Named Desire (Penguin Modern Classics) 


 
Q8 “In the social world of this play, we are made to think more about the 


insecurity of males than the powerlessness of females.” To what extent 
would you apply this view to both The Duchess of Malfi and A Streetcar 
Named Desire? [60] 
 


AO1 We will reward coherent, well-structured, relevant responses to the given view where 
candidates have engaged creatively in a clear, well-organised and effective discourse 
written in an academic style and register. Credit will also be given for appropriate use of 
terminology and an engagement with the principles and conventions of verse drama. 
 
Extended writing in Band 1 may be brief, descriptive and/or narrative but might assert 
some basic, relevant ideas. In Band 2 we should see more sustained efforts to engage 
with the texts and task in relatively clear but not always accurate language. Band 3 
responses will be more consistently relevant, creatively engaged with the implications of 
the task and able to take account of the concepts of drama which underpin the plays. In 
Bands 4 and 5 writing should be increasingly analytical and, at the top, sophisticated 
and perceptive in the ways knowledge of the texts is linked to the demands of the task.  
 


AO2 In their analysis of the ways in which Webster and Williams shape meanings in possibly 
presenting the insecurity of males rather than the powerlessness of women, candidates 
need to show understanding of the texts as drama, taking account of dramatic 
techniques such as: 
• dialogue 
• stage directions 
• props, costume, lighting, sound effects.  


 
Band 1 responses are likely to be limited in range; to take a narrative or descriptive 
approach and to offer little by way of textual support. In Band 2, we should expect to 
see better supported writing with some clear points showing some understanding of the 
playwrights’ techniques. Band 3 work should demonstrate a well-organised and 
detailed discussion with well chosen, convincing support and clear engagement with 
the implications of characters’ words and actions. Bands 4 and 5 should demonstrate 
increasingly perceptive analysis and, at the top, sophisticated evaluation.  
 


AO3 Candidates must engage with the contextual focus in the question, the powerlessness 
of women/insecurity of males in the social world of the play. We are likely to see a wide 
range of reference as candidates consider the significance and influence of the cultural, 
political, religious and social contexts upon the ways in which Webster and Williams 
present, and in which different audiences understand and appreciate the insecurity of 
males/powerlessness of women in the social world of the play. Any links to context 
must be relevant to the question and grounded in the texts. Those who do write 
extensively about context are likely to penalise themselves by giving inadequate 
attention to the other AOs. 
 
In Band 1 we are likely to see broad and assertive writing which will not always be 
successfully linked to text or task. In Band 2, there should be some relevant 
connections between the text and some contexts but the approach might still be broad 
and assertive. By Band 3, contextual materials should be carefully chosen and the 
connections between text, task and context clearly understood. Writing in Bands 4 and 
5 should demonstrate an increasingly sound analysis and eventually perceptive 
approach to the significance of key contexts.  
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AO4 We will reward candidates’ relevant connections between texts which make use of 
comparisons or contrasts to express their understanding and appreciation of 
matters such as: 
• ideas/themes/concepts 
• characterisation 
• language, form, structure, dramatic technique, staging 
• context 
• audience. 


 
In their consideration of both plays in response to the question, candidates might 
consider some of the following connections: 
• presentation of the Duchess and Blanche as arguably powerless against the 


dominant males in their societies 
• whether the presentation of central male characters in both plays shows them 


as insecure: the male violence in both plays could be explored as an 
expression of the lack of status or power in the different societies 


• mental frailty in both plays might be considered re both insecurity of males and 
powerlessness of women 


• class systems and attitudes contributing to powerlessness/insecurity 
• physical scenes and their impact upon audiences. 


 
Band 1 responses may assert superficial and unsupported connections. By Band 2, 
connections should be mostly valid and in Band 3 they will be increasingly 
appropriate and integrated into discussion of the texts. In Band 4, connections will 
be purposeful and will contribute effectively to candidates’ analysis of the texts. 
Connections in Band 5 will be illuminating and contribute to the candidate’s 
increasingly sophisticated understanding and appreciation of the texts under 
analysis. 
 


AO5 Candidates must engage with the view expressed in the question. They may 
approach AO5 in 3 ways: 
• by debating alternative ideas and multiple readings of the material they have 


chosen from The Duchess of Malfi and A Streetcar Named Desire 
• by engaging with critical material including specific references to and 


quotations from other readers  
• a combination of both of the above.  


 
Look for and reward all sensible and supported alternative readings of aspects of 
The Duchess of Malfi and A Streetcar Named Desire which are relevant to the given 
view and give credit for reference to relevant critical views – especially when the 
candidate has engaged with critical readings to develop a personal approach. 
 
Band 1 responses might assert different views without discussion or present 
quotations from critical sources which are not relevant to the task. In Band 2 we 
should see evidence of candidates’ awareness of plural readings and towards the 
top of the band we could see critical views applied although they are unlikely to be 
fully assimilated into the candidate’s personal approach. In Band 3, the recognition 
of different readings and the use of critical material should be relevant to the 
candidate’s argument. In Bands 4 and 5, we should see increasing confidence and 
expertise in the ways different readings are used to contribute to candidates’ 
arguments and understanding of the text. 
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Q9 How far would you agree that in both The Duchess of Malfi and A 
Streetcar Named Desire “the audience is shown the destructive impact 
of confined locations upon vulnerable individuals”? [60] 
 


AO1 We will reward coherent, well-structured, relevant responses to the given view 
where candidates have engaged creatively in a clear, well-organised and 
effective discourse written in an academic style and register. Credit will also 
be given for appropriate use of terminology and an engagement with the 
principles and conventions of verse drama. 
 
Extended writing in Band 1 may be brief, descriptive and/or narrative but 
might assert some basic, relevant ideas. In Band 2 we should see more 
sustained efforts to engage with the texts and task in relatively clear but not 
always accurate language. Band 3 responses will be more consistently 
relevant, creatively engaged with the implications of the task and able to take 
account of the concepts of drama which underpin the plays. In Bands 4 and 5 
writing should be increasingly analytical and, at the top, sophisticated and 
perceptive in the ways knowledge of the texts is linked to the demands of the 
task.  


AO2 In their analysis of the ways in which Webster and Williams shape meanings 
in presenting the destructive impact of confined locations upon vulnerable 
individuals, candidates need to show understanding of the texts as drama, 
taking account of dramatic techniques such as: 
• dialogue 
• stage directions 
• props, costume, lighting, sound effects.  


 
Band 1 responses are likely to be limited in range; to take a narrative or 
descriptive approach and to offer little by way of textual support. In Band 2, 
we should expect to see better supported writing with some clear points 
showing some understanding of the playwrights’ techniques. Band 3 work 
should demonstrate a well-organised and detailed discussion with well 
chosen, convincing support and clear engagement with the implications of 
characters’ words and actions. Bands 4 and 5 should demonstrate 
increasingly perceptive analysis and, at the top, sophisticated evaluation. 


AO3 Candidates must engage with the contextual focus in the question, confined 
locations. We are likely to see a wide range of reference as candidates 
consider the significance and influence of the cultural, political, religious and 
social contexts upon the ways in which Webster and Williams present, and in 
which different audiences understand and appreciate the destructive impact of 
confined locations upon vulnerable individuals. Any links to context must be 
relevant to the question and grounded in the texts. Those who do write 
extensively about context are likely to penalise themselves by giving 
inadequate attention to the other AOs. 
 
In Band 1 we are likely to see broad and assertive writing which will not 
always be successfully linked to text or task. In Band 2, there should be some 
relevant connections between the text and some contexts but the approach 
might still be broad and assertive. By Band 3, contextual materials should be 
carefully chosen and the connections between text, task and context clearly 
understood. Writing in Bands 4 and 5 should demonstrate an increasingly 
sound analysis and eventually perceptive approach to the significance of key 
contexts.  
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AO4 We will reward candidates’ relevant connections between texts which make use 
of comparisons or contrasts to express their understanding and appreciation of 
matters such as: 
• ideas/themes/concepts 
• characterisation 
• language, form, structure, dramatic technique, staging 
• context 
• audience. 


 
In their consideration of both plays in response to the question, candidates might 
consider some of the following connections: 
• confined locations or claustrophobic settings in both plays – comparisons 


and contrasts 
• destructive impact seen as particularly potent in Malfi perhaps, in the 


diseased mind of Ferdinand and the Duchess’ brave attempts to overcome 
her circumstances and remain uncorrupted/immune to corrosion 


• Blanche’s projection of herself as a Southern Belle, coupled with her past 
memories may be seen as destructive as she struggles to cope with the 
harsh reality of New Orleans city life/ the defiant romanticism of the Duchess 
who may be seen as exploiting her powerful position in marrying Antonio  


• discussion of vulnerable individuals, with several characters to possibly 
qualify for this description: Blanche, the Duchess, Cariola, Ferdinand, Stella 
etc. 


• common ideas/concepts such as social class, male dominance and abuse of 
women, romantic idealism versus gritty realism 


• staging suggesting entrapment/claustrophobia and its contribution to themes, 
characterisation and audience reception. 


 
Band 1 responses may assert superficial and unsupported connections. By Band 
2, connections should be mostly valid and in Band 3 they will be increasingly 
appropriate and integrated into discussion of the texts. In Band 4, connections 
will be purposeful and will contribute effectively to candidates’ analysis of the 
texts. Connections in Band 5 will be illuminating and contribute to the candidate’s 
increasingly sophisticated understanding and appreciation of the texts under 
analysis. 


AO5 Candidates must engage with the view expressed in the question. They may 
approach AO5 in 3 ways: 
• by debating alternative ideas and multiple readings of the material they have 


chosen from The Duchess of Malfi and A Streetcar Named Desire 
• by engaging with critical material including specific references to and 


quotations from other readers  
• a combination of both of the above.  


 
Look for and reward all sensible and supported alternative readings of aspects of 
The Duchess of Malfi and A Streetcar Named Desire which are relevant to the 
given view and give credit for reference to relevant critical views – especially 
when the candidate has engaged with critical readings to develop a personal 
approach. 
Band 1 responses might assert different views without discussion or present 
quotations from critical sources which are not relevant to the task. In Band 2 we 
should see evidence of candidates’ awareness of plural readings and towards the 
top of the band we could see critical views applied although they are unlikely to 
be fully assimilated into the candidate’s personal approach. In Band 3, the 
recognition of different readings and the use of critical material should be relevant 
to the candidate’s argument. In Bands 4 and 5, we should see increasing 
confidence and expertise in the ways different readings are used to contribute to 
candidates’ arguments and understanding of the text. 
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Wilde: Lady Windermere’s Fan (New Mermaids) 
Pinter: Betrayal (Faber) 


 
Q12 Although the play is about the betrayal of others, it is its presentation of 


self-betrayal which offers more insights to the audience.”  How far could 
you apply this comment to both Lady Windermere’s Fan and Betrayal?
 [60] 
 


AO1 We will reward coherent, well-structured, relevant responses to the given view 
where candidates have engaged creatively in a clear, well-organised and 
effective discourse written in an academic style and register. Credit will also 
be given for appropriate use of terminology and an engagement with the 
principles and conventions of drama.  
 
Extended writing in Band 1 may be brief, descriptive and/or narrative but 
might assert some basic, relevant ideas. In Band 2 we should see more 
sustained efforts to engage with the texts and task in relatively clear but not 
always accurate language. Band 3 responses will be more consistently 
relevant, creatively engaged with the implications of the task and able to take 
account of the concepts of drama which underpin the plays. In Bands 4 and 5 
writing should be increasingly analytical and, at the top, sophisticated and 
perceptive in the ways knowledge of the texts is linked to the demands of the 
task.  
 


AO2 In their analysis of the ways in which Wilde and Pinter shape meanings in 
possibly presenting self-betrayal, rather than the betrayal of others, 
candidates need to show understanding of the texts as drama, taking account 
of dramatic techniques such as: 
• dialogue 
• stage directions 
• props, costume, lighting, sound effects.  


 
Band 1 responses are likely to be limited in range; to take a narrative or 
descriptive approach and to offer little by way of textual support. In Band 2, 
we should expect to see better supported writing with some clear points 
showing some understanding of the playwrights’ techniques. Band 3 work 
should demonstrate a well-organised and detailed discussion with well 
chosen, convincing support and clear engagement with the implications of 
characters’ words and actions. Bands 4 and 5 should demonstrate 
increasingly perceptive analysis and, at the top, sophisticated evaluation.  
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AO3 Candidates must engage with the contextual focus in the question, 
betrayal/self-betrayal/audiences. We are likely to see a wide range of 
reference as candidates consider the significance and influence of the 
cultural, political, religious and social contexts upon the ways in which Wilde 
and Pinter present, and in which different audiences understand and 
appreciate betrayal/self-betrayal. Any links to context must be relevant to the 
question and grounded in the texts. Those who do write extensively about 
context are likely to penalise themselves by giving inadequate attention to the 
other AOs.  
 
In Band 1 we are likely to see broad and assertive writing which will not 
always be successfully linked to text or task. In Band 2, there should be some 
relevant connections between the text and some contexts but the approach 
might still be broad and assertive. By Band 3, contextual materials should be 
carefully chosen and the connections between text, task and context clearly 
understood. Writing in Bands 4 and 5 should demonstrate an increasingly 
sound analysis and eventually perceptive approach to the significance of key 
contexts.  
 


AO4 We will reward candidates’ relevant connections between texts which make 
use of comparisons or contrasts to express their understanding and 
appreciation of matters such as: 
• ideas/themes/concepts 
• characterisation 
• language, form, structure, dramatic technique, staging 
• context 
• audience. 


 
In their consideration of both plays in response to the question, candidates 
might consider some of the following connections: 
 
• which characters may best reflect self-betrayal or self-deception: 


not really acknowledging their needs/desires regarding love, friendship, 
work/family/ artistic ideals  


• social pressure to conform to expected behaviour in both plays affecting 
characters’ ability/inclination to be honest with themselves and others 


• examples of how lies/dishonesty evolve from betrayal of oneself in both 
plays, Lord Windermere and Robert for example 


• presentation of various forms of social dialogue  
• ways in which characters refer to the past and how significant this is in 


the spiral of deception/self-deception, e.g. Jerry and his memory of 
throwing Charlotte up in the air in Betrayal 


• ‘dishonest’ exchanges leading to empowerment and increased dramatic 
tension 


• theme of adultery/attitudes towards women. 
 
Band 1 responses may assert superficial and unsupported connections. By 
Band 2, connections should be mostly valid and in Band 3 they will be 
increasingly appropriate and integrated into discussion of the texts. In Band 4, 
connections will be purposeful and will contribute effectively to candidates’ 
analysis of the texts. Connections in Band 5 will be illuminating and contribute 
to the candidate’s increasingly sophisticated understanding and appreciation 
of the texts under analysis. 
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AO5 Candidates must engage with the view expressed in the question. They may 
approach AO5 in 3 ways: 
• by debating alternative ideas and multiple readings of the material they 


have chosen from Lady Windermere’s Fan and Betrayal 
• by engaging with critical material including specific references to and 


quotations from other readers  
• a combination of both of the above.  


 
Look for and reward all sensible and supported alternative readings of 
aspects of Lady Windermere’s Fan and Betrayal which are relevant to the 
given view and give credit for reference to relevant critical views – especially 
when the candidate has engaged with critical readings to develop a personal 
approach. 
 
Band 1 responses might assert different views without discussion or present 
quotations from critical sources which are not relevant to the task. In Band 2 
we should see evidence of candidates’ awareness of plural readings and 
towards the top of the band we could see critical views applied although they 
are unlikely to be fully assimilated into the candidate’s personal approach. In 
Band 3, the recognition of different readings and the use of critical material 
should be relevant to the candidate’s argument. In Bands 4 and 5, we should 
see increasing confidence and expertise in the ways different readings are 
used to contribute to candidates’ arguments and understanding of the text. 
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Component 2 Drama Section B Assessment Grid 
 


Band 


AO1 
Articulate informed, personal and creative 


responses to literary texts, using associated 
concepts and terminology, and coherent, accurate 


written expression 
10 marks 


AO2 
Analyse ways in which meanings are shaped in 


literary texts 
 
 


10 marks 


AO3 
Demonstrate understanding of the 
significance and influence of the 


contexts in which literary texts are 
written and received 


10 marks 


AO4 
Explore connections 
across literary texts 


 
 


20 marks 


AO5 
Explore literary texts 
informed by different 


interpretations 
 


10 marks 


5 


9-10 marks 
• sophisticated, creative and individual response 


to plays; ideas are thoughtful and response is 
fully engaged and relevant 


• confident, perceptive application of literary 
concepts and terminology 


• effectively organised; demonstrates flair; high 
levels of technical accuracy and adopts a clear 
academic style and register 


9-10 marks 
• perceptive, sophisticated analysis and 


evaluation of writers’ use of language and 
dramatic techniques to create meaning 


• confident and apt textual support 
• confident discussion of implicit meaning 


9-10 marks 
• perceptive, productive 


discussion of significance and 
influence of contexts 


• confident analysis of 
connections between plays and 
contexts 


17-20 marks 
• productive and 


illuminating 
connections/ 
comparisons between 
plays 


9-10 marks 
• mature and confident 


discussion of other 
relevant interpretations 
of plays. 


• autonomous, 
independent reader 


4 


7-8 marks 
• clearly informed, engaged and well-structured  


response with sound knowledge of the plays 
• sound and apt application of literary concepts 


and terminology 
• expression is accurate and clear; response is 


organised and shows some evidence of an 
academic style and register 


7-8 marks 
• sound, accurate analysis and evaluation of 


writers’ use of language and dramatic 
techniques to create meaning 


• secure, apt textual support 
• sound, secure grasp of implicit meaning 


7-8 marks 
• sound, secure appreciation and 


understanding of the 
significance and influence of 
contexts 


• sound, secure understanding of 
connections between plays and 
contexts 


13-16 marks 
• sound, secure and 


purposeful 
connections/comparis
on s between plays 


7-8 marks 
• makes sound and 


purposeful use of other 
relevant interpretations 
of plays 


3 


5-6 marks 
• clearly engages with plays and response is 


mostly relevant 
• some sensible use of key concepts and 


generally accurate use and application of 
terminology 


• reasonably coherent response; generally clearly 
organised; expression generally accurate and 
clear, though there may be some lapses 


5-6 marks 
• purposeful, detailed and mostly relevant 


analysis of writers’ use of language and 
dramatic techniques  to create meaning 


• generally clear and accurate textual support 
• grasps some implicit meanings 


5-6 marks 
• clear grasp of significance and 


influence of contexts 
• clear understanding of 


connections between plays and 
contexts 


9-12 marks 
• makes generally clear 


and appropriate 
connections/ 
comparisons between 
plays 


5-6 marks 
• makes clear and 


appropriate use of 
other relevant 
interpretations of plays 


2 


3-4 marks 
• attempts to engage with plays and structure 


response, though may not always be relevant to 
the question; response may be restricted to a 
literal reading 


• some, though may not always be relevant, use 
of concepts and terminology 


• expression may feature some inaccuracies 


3-4 marks 
• makes some valid points about writers’ use of 


language and dramatic techniques to create 
meaning 


• supports points by some appropriate 
reference to plays 


• shows some attempt to grasp implicit 
meaning 


3-4 marks 
• acknowledges the importance of 


contexts 
• makes some connections 


between plays and contexts 


5-8 marks 
• makes some 


superficial, usually 
valid connections/ 
comparisons between 
plays 


3-4 marks 
• acknowledges that the 


plays can be 
interpreted in more 
than one way 


1 


1-2 mark 
• superficial approach to plays that may show only 


partial/simple understanding 
• grasp of basic terminology, though this may be 


uneven 
• errors in expression and lapses in clarity 


1-2 marks 
• identifies basic language and dramatic 


features 
• discussion tends to be narrative/descriptive in 


nature 
• offers some support in the form of quotations 


or references which may not always be 
relevant 


1-2 marks 
• describes wider contexts in 


which plays are written and 
received 


• attempts to make superficial 
connections between plays and 
contexts 


1-4 marks 
• identifies superficial 


connections/comparis
on s between plays 


1-2 marks 
• describes other views 


of set plays with partial 
understanding 


0 0 marks: Response not credit worthy or not attempted. 
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Component 2: Drama Mark Scheme 
 


Section A: Shakespeare 
 


Marks AO1 AO2 AO3 AO5 
Task (i) 5 10   
Task (ii) 5 10 20 10 


 
Note  
 
English Literature essays involve personal responses and arguments/discussions may be 
conducted in a wide variety of relevant and effective ways. Choices of material for discussion 
will vary from candidate to candidate and examiners must rely upon their professional 
judgement and subject expertise in deciding whether or not candidates’ choices and 
approaches are effective and valid when they fall outside the boundaries of the examples 
noted below. Examiners are reminded that it is crucially important to be alert to the 
unexpected or highly individual but nevertheless valid approach.  
 
In part (i) we will reward well-informed and well-organised responses which are creatively  
engaged and which make use of appropriate terminology (AO1). Candidates will also need 
to demonstrate their analytical skills as they explore Shakespeare’s use of language, 
imagery and literary devices (AO2). 
 
In part (ii) responses, candidates are informed that they will need to take account of relevant 
contexts (AO3, the most heavily weighted assessment objective) and different interpretations 
(AO5, which is weighted the same as AO2). In each part (ii) question there is the opportunity 
to address an explicit opinion but where this is not the case, candidates are still required to 
find their own ways of addressing other readings. We should expect to see significant 
reference to contextual materials but examiners must bear in mind that candidates should be 
writing a literary essay which is fully and relevantly supported by references to contexts. 
Context-led essays with scant attention to the texts will not be able to score highly because 
contextual references are useful only insofar as they illuminate the critical reading and 
appreciation of texts. Similarly, the use of different interpretations will need to be fully 
integrated into the candidate’s discussion of the texts in light of the chosen task; displays of 
critical reading which are divorced from the texts and task cannot be rewarded highly. 
 
The following guidelines indicate where and how rewards can be earned and offer 
suggestions about the approaches candidates might take. When judging how much reward a 
candidate has earned under the different assessment objectives, examiners must consult 
the relevant assessment grid and look for a best fit which will then indicate a numerical mark.  
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Q1 King Lear 


(i) With close reference to the language and imagery in this passage, examine 
Shakespeare’s presentation of Lear’s state of mind at this point in the play.
 [15] 
 


AO1 Informed responses will demonstrate clear knowledge and understanding of this 
extract. We will reward creatively engaged responses for thoughtful and personal 
rather than mechanical/ literal approaches. Understanding and application of 
concepts will be seen in the candidate’s awareness of the principles and 
conventions of drama and dramatic verse. Accuracy and coherence will be seen 
in the way knowledge is used as well as in the candidate’s ability to organise 
material and choose an appropriate academic style and register. Credit will also 
be given for appropriate use of terminology.  
 
Band 1 responses might attempt a paraphrase of the passage and not move 
beyond a literal reading. In Band 2, there should be some evidence of 
engagement with details of the passage and with the relevant concepts: 
sometimes expression might obscure meaning but responses will be mostly 
coherent. By Band 3 we should see a more systematic, well organised response 
which engages relevantly with key aspects of the passage. Writing in Bands 4 
and 5 should be thorough, confident and increasingly sophisticated in the 
analysis of meaning and technique.  
 


AO2 Some of the features of the passage which candidates might choose for analysis 
include:  
• imperious language as Lear in his madness imagines his lost kingly status: 


I pardon/ subject/Thou shalt not 
• animal imagery to convey his disgust at his daughters’ behaviour: 


fitchew/soiled horse 
• his disgust is expressed in a focus on women’s sexuality: riotous 


appetite/centaurs and references to their bodies 
• repetition of there’s suggesting what Lear is visualizing in his madness and 


listing of horrors associated with hell and damnation: sulphurous 
pit/burning, scalding etc. 


• repetition of his exclamations showing his lack of control over his strong 
emotions fie/pah 


• pathos of his appeal to Gloucester at the end of the speech in his delusion 
that he can give him some perfume civet to take the horrors of his 
imaginings away. 


• blank verse breaking down at the end into prose to convey the instability of 
Lear at this point. 


 
Band 1 responses are likely to be brief and might make a small number of 
general observations about the passage. In Band 2, we should see more 
specific and increasingly relevant points noted with some sense of an organised 
approach. Band 3 responses will show engagement with a selection of well-
organised, relevant points and some clear understanding of how language 
choices direct subtext. In Bands 4 and 5, we should see increasingly confident 
and perceptive approaches to language and imagery with sophisticated analysis 
in the very best examples.  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(ii) How far would you agree that in King Lear “Shakespeare shows his 
audience that it is the mad who are sane and the sane who are mad”? [45] 
 


AO1 We will reward coherent, well-structured, relevant responses to the given view 
where candidates have engaged creatively in a clear, well-organised and 
effective discourse written in an academic style and register. Further credit will 
be given for: 
• appropriate use of terminology  
• engagement with the principles and conventions of verse drama.  


 
Extended writing in Band 1 may be brief, descriptive and/or narrative but might 
assert some basic, relevant ideas. In Band 2 we should see more sustained 
efforts to engage with the text and task in relatively clear but not always accurate 
language. Band 3 responses will be more consistently relevant, creatively 
engaged with the implications of the task and able to take account of the 
concepts of verse drama which underpin the play. In Bands 4 and 5 writing 
should be increasingly analytical and, at the top, sophisticated and perceptive in 
the ways knowledge of the text is linked to the demands of the task.  
 


AO2 In their analysis of the ways in which Shakespeare may or may not show us it is 
the mad who are sane and the sane who are mad, candidates might draw upon 
the following:  
• presentation of Lear’s relationships with his daughters and his failure to 


detect good from evil in himself and others whilst sane, only whilst mad 
• Lear’s speeches showing his breakdown into madness and the 


accompanying insights he gains 
• presentation of Goneril and Regan as sane but arguably driven mad by lust 


for Edmund to kill: Nature and animal imagery. 
• Cordelia’s sanity is a constant, in contrast to other characters. It is defined 


by her opposition to evil conduct and her clear principles of Christian codes 
of conduct 


• main plot/sub plot parallels 
• the Fool and Edgar’s speeches (assumed madness and professional 


‘madness’ with nuggets of wisdom). 
 
Band 1 responses are likely to be limited in range; to take a narrative or 
descriptive approach and to offer little by way of textual support. In Band 2, we 
should expect to see better supported writing with some clear points showing 
some understanding of Shakespeare’s techniques. Band 3 work should 
demonstrate a well-organised and detailed discussion with well chosen, 
convincing support and clear engagement with the implications of characters’ 
words and actions. Bands 4 and 5 should demonstrate increasingly perceptive 
analysis and, at the top, sophisticated evaluation.  
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AO3 Candidates must engage with the contextual focus in the question, madness and sanity. 
We are likely to see a wide range of reference as candidates consider the significance 
and influence of the cultural, political, religious and social contexts upon the ways in 
which Shakespeare has written about, and in which different audiences understand and 
appreciate madness and sanity. Candidates are likely to draw upon some of the 
following which will need to be integrated relevantly into their discussions:  
• pagan setting/Christian values 
• Shakespeare’s contemporary audience 
• traditional attitudes towards madness and treatment of the insane 
• the Chain of Being and its defining principle of hierarchical order set against the 


play’s presentation of disorder  
• attitudes towards women 
• tragedy genre conventions. 


 
Bearing in mind the time allocated to the essay and the weighting of AO3, we should 
expect to see relevant and telling reference to contexts in support of literary discussion. 
However, those who write extensively about context are likely to penalise themselves by 
giving inadequate attention to the other AOs.  
In Band 1 we are likely to see broad and assertive writing which will not always be 
successfully linked to text or task. In Band 2, there should be some relevant connections 
between the text and some contexts but the approach might still be broad and assertive. 
By Band 3, contextual materials should be carefully chosen and the connections 
between text, task and context clearly understood. Writing in Bands 4 and 5 should 
demonstrate an increasingly sound analysis and eventually perceptive approach to the 
significance of key contexts.  
 


AO5 Candidates must engage with the view given in the question. They may approach AO5 
in 3 ways:  
• by debating alternative ideas and multiple readings of the material they have 


chosen from King Lear  
• by engaging with critical material including specific references to and quotations 


from other readers.  
• a combination of both of the above.  


 
We will reward sensible and supported alternative readings of aspects of King Lear 
which are relevant to the presentation of madness and sanity.  We will give credit for 
reference to relevant critical views – especially when the candidate has used a critical 
reading to develop a personal approach to Shakespeare’s presentation of madness 
and sanity. If candidates wish to argue that there is no actual madness in the play, 
only delusions/folly, that is of course acceptable. However, candidates must engage 
in some discussion of ‘madness’ and ‘sanity’ in order to engage fully with the 
question. 
 
Band 1 responses might assert different views without discussion or present quotations 
from critical sources which are not relevant to the task. In Band 2 we should see 
evidence of candidates’ awareness of plural readings and towards the top of the band 
we could see critical views applied although they are unlikely to be fully assimilated into 
the candidate’s personal approach. In Band 3, the recognition of different readings and 
the use of critical material should be relevant to the candidate’s argument. In Bands 4 
and 5, we should see increasing confidence and expertise in the ways different readings 
are used to contribute to candidates’ arguments and understanding of the text.  
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Q3 Hamlet 


(i) With close reference to the language and imagery in this passage, examine 
how Shakespeare presents Hamlet’s thoughts about himself at this point in 
the play. [45] 
 


AO1 Informed responses will demonstrate clear knowledge of this extract. We will reward 
creatively engaged responses for thoughtful and personal rather than mechanical/ 
literal approaches. Understanding and application of concepts will be seen in the 
candidate’s awareness of the principles and conventions of drama and dramatic 
verse. Accuracy and coherence will be seen in the way knowledge is used as well as 
in the candidate’s ability to organise material and choose an appropriate academic 
style and register. Credit will also be given for appropriate use of terminology. 
 
Band 1 responses might attempt a paraphrase of the passage and not move beyond 
a literal reading. In Band 2, there should be some evidence of engagement with 
details of the passage and with the relevant concepts: sometimes expression might 
obscure meaning but responses will be mostly coherent. By Band 3 we should see a 
more systematic, well-organised response which engages relevantly with key 
aspects of the passage. Writing in Bands 4 and 5 should be thorough, confident and 
increasingly sophisticated in the analysis of meaning and technique.  
 


AO2 Some of the features of the passage which candidates might choose for analysis 
include:  
• Hamlet admonishes himself in this monologue for his inadequacies regarding 


his failure to exact revenge, the adjective dull suggesting a lethargy which may 
be contrasted with the keenness of the avenging Fortinbras, the delicate and 
tender prince, whom he has just witnessed marching with his army of mass 
and charge 


• Hamlet interrogates his lack of action to date and his self-analysis reveals a 
maturity of character: one part wisdom and ever three parts coward 


• he philosophises on God’s purpose in bestowing reason on man if it remains 
unus’d and wonders if his delay is due to the bestial aspect of human nature or 
a craven scruple of over-thinking, the adjective craven linking with ‘coward’ to 
emphasise his disappointment in himself 


• he admits he is unsure why he has still not taken revenge I do not know why 
yet I live to say this thing’s yet to do – the monosyllabic statement emphasising 
his frustration at his own inadequacy and also his puzzlement over his lack of 
action 


• his thoughts about himself towards the end of the speech revolve around 
honour which he believes Fortinbras displays in this battle over an eggshell, 
the metaphor suggesting with straw the trivial nature of the issue, in this case a 
small plot of land; yet he realises it is not the cause as much as the 
commitment to doing the honourable thing which matters. 


 
Band 1 responses are likely to be brief and might make a small number of general 
observations about the passage. In Band 2, we should see more specific and 
increasingly relevant points noted with some sense of an organised approach. Band 
3 responses will show engagement with a selection of well-organised relevant points 
and some clear understanding of how language choices direct subtext. In Bands 4 
and 5, we should see increasingly confident and perceptive approaches to language 
and imagery with sophisticated analysis in the very best examples. 
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(ii) How far would you agree that in Hamlet “an obsession with honour is the 
driving force of this play”? [45] 
 


AO1 We will reward coherent, well-structured, relevant responses to the stated view 
where candidates have engaged creatively in a clear, well-organised and 
effective discourse written in an academic style and register.  
 
Further credit will be given for:  
• appropriate use of terminology  
• engagement with the principles and conventions of verse drama.  


 
Extended writing in Band 1 may be brief, descriptive and/or narrative but might 
assert some basic, relevant ideas. In Band 2 we should see more sustained 
efforts to engage with the text and task in relatively clear but not always accurate 
language. Band 3 responses will be more consistently relevant, creatively 
engaged with the implications of the task and able to take account of the 
concepts of verse drama which underpin the play. In Bands 4 and 5 writing 
should be increasingly analytical and, at the top, sophisticated and perceptive in 
the ways knowledge of the text is linked to the demands of the task.  
 


AO2 In their analysis of the ways in which Shakespeare shapes meanings in possibly 
presenting an obsession with honour as the driving force of this play, candidates 
might draw upon the following:  
• the concept of honour in revenge 
• structure of the play 
• family honour in both the royal family and Polonius’ family 
• chastity/promiscuity –Ophelia and Gertrude 
• the Ghost’s portrayal 
• honour in death: Ophelia’s funeral 
• honour among ‘friends’- Horatio, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern 
• Hamlet’s soliloquies and monologues focusing on his failings as an 


honourable avenger. 
 
Band 1 responses are likely to be limited in range; to take a narrative or 
descriptive approach and to offer little by way of textual support. In Band 2, we 
should expect to see better supported writing with some clear points showing 
some understanding of Shakespeare’s techniques. Band 3 work should 
demonstrate a well-organised and detailed discussion with well chosen, 
convincing support and clear engagement with the implications of characters’ 
words and actions. Bands 4 and 5 should demonstrate increasingly perceptive 
analysis and, at the top, sophisticated evaluation.  
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AO3 Candidates must engage with the contextual focus in the question, honour. We are 
likely to see a wide range of reference as candidates consider the significance and 
influence of the cultural, political, religious and social contexts upon the ways in 
which Shakespeare presents, and in which different audiences understand and 
appreciate an obsession with honour as the driving force of the play. Candidates are 
likely to draw upon some of the following which will need to be integrated relevantly 
into their discussions:  
• ideas about kingship, royal succession, usurpation, divine right of kings 
• role of the royal court in politics/political corruption 
• chivalric code 
• revenge drama genre and tradition/Aristotelian tragedy 
• religious beliefs 
• attitudes towards melancholia and madness 
• attitudes towards women- chastity in particular. 


 
Bearing in mind the time allocated to the essay and the weighting of AO3, we should 
expect to see relevant and telling reference to contexts in support of literary 
discussion. However, those who write extensively about context are likely to penalise 
themselves by giving inadequate attention to the other AOs.  
 
In Band 1 we are likely to see broad and assertive writing which will not always be 
successfully linked to text or task. In Band 2, there should be some relevant 
connections between the text and some contexts but the approach might still be 
broad and assertive. By Band 3, contextual materials should be carefully chosen 
and the connections between text, task and context clearly understood. Writing in 
Bands 4 and 5 should demonstrate an increasingly sound analysis and eventually 
perceptive approach to the significance of key contexts.  
 


AO5 Candidates must engage with the view stated in the question. They may approach 
AO5 in 3 ways:  
• by debating alternative ideas and multiple readings of the material they have 


chosen from Hamlet  
• by engaging with critical material including specific references to and 


quotations from other readers.  
• a combination of both of the above.  


 
We will reward sensible and supported alternative readings of aspects of Hamlet 
which are relevant to the discussion of whether an obsession with honour is the 
driving force of the play.  We will give credit for reference to relevant critical views – 
especially when the candidate has used a critical reading to develop a personal 
approach to Shakespeare’s presentation of honour and related ideas. Candidates 
may of course disagree that any focus on honour in the play amounts to an 
obsession, and may disagree that it is the driving force. 
 
Band 1 responses might assert different views without discussion or present 
quotations from critical sources which are not relevant to the task. In Band 2 we 
should see evidence of candidates’ awareness of plural readings and towards the 
top of the band we could see critical views applied although they are unlikely to be 
fully assimilated into the candidate’s personal approach. In Band 3, the recognition 
of different readings and the use of critical material should be relevant to the 
candidate’s argument. In Bands 4 and 5, we should see increasing confidence and 
expertise in the ways different readings are used to contribute to candidates’ 
arguments and understanding of the text.  
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Q5 The Tempest 


(i) With close reference to the language and imagery in this passage, examine 
Shakespeare’s presentation of the relationship between Prospero and Ariel at 
this point in the play. [15] 
 


AO1 Informed responses will demonstrate clear knowledge of this extract. We will reward 
creatively engaged responses for thoughtful and personal rather than mechanical/ 
literal approaches. Understanding and application of concepts will be seen in the 
candidate’s awareness of the principles and conventions of drama and dramatic 
verse. Accuracy and coherence will be seen in the way knowledge is used as well as 
in the candidate’s ability to organise material and choose an appropriate academic 
style and register. Credit will also be given for appropriate use of terminology.  
 
Band 1 responses might attempt a paraphrase of the passage and not move beyond 
a literal reading. In Band 2, there should be some evidence of engagement with 
details of the passage and with the relevant concepts: sometimes expression might 
obscure meaning but responses will be mostly coherent. By Band 3 we should see a 
more systematic, well-organised response which engages relevantly with key 
aspects of the passage. Writing in Bands 4 and 5 should be thorough, confident and 
increasingly sophisticated in the analysis of meaning and technique.  
 


AO2 Some of the features of the passage which candidates might choose for analysis 
include:  
• Ariel’s questioning of Prospero’s demands on his service, and his attempt to 


speak to his master on equal terms promised/not yet performed me followed 
by a pattern of questioning from Prospero as a form of rebuke for his 
challenging speech 


• Prospero’s colloquial speech How now? Moody? possibly showing his close 
relationship with Ariel but What is’t thou canst demand? reminds Ariel who is 
the master and in control 


• nature imagery used to remind Ariel that his tasks are not arduous and 
constitute relative freedom ooze of the salt deep/sharp wind/veins 
o’th’earth/frost  


• Prospero’s haranguing of Ariel and accusations of lying about his 
circumstances affords the audience a glimpse into Ariel’s background for the 
first time in the play with the mention of Sycorax 


• Ariel’s submissive and chastened monosyllabic responses in contrast with his 
challenge at the start of this extract and in contrast with Prospero’s 
remonstrative language I do not, sir/No, sir with the emphasis on the 
deferential sir to show his submission to his master. 


 
Band 1 responses are likely to be brief and might make a small number of general 
observations about the passage. In Band 2, we should see more specific and 
increasingly relevant points noted with some sense of an organised approach. Band 
3 responses will show engagement with a selection of well-organised relevant points 
and some clear understanding of how language choices direct subtext. In Bands 4 
and 5, we should see increasingly confident and perceptive approaches to language 
and imagery with sophisticated analysis in the very best examples. 
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(ii) “Shakespeare presents an island world where freedom is an illusion; the 
reality is service and oppression.” How far would you agree with this view of 
The Tempest? [45] 
 


AO1 We will reward coherent, well-structured, relevant responses to the given view where 
candidates have engaged creatively in a clear, well-organised and effective 
discourse written in an academic style and register.  
 
Further credit will be given for:  
• appropriate use of terminology  
• engagement with the principles and conventions of verse drama.  


 
Extended writing in Band 1 may be brief, descriptive and/or narrative but might 
assert some basic, relevant ideas. In Band 2 we should see more sustained efforts 
to engage with the text and task in relatively clear but not always accurate language. 
Band 3 responses will be more consistently relevant, creatively engaged with the 
implications of the task and able to take account of the concepts of verse drama 
which underpin the play. In Bands 4 and 5 writing should be increasingly analytical 
and, at the top, sophisticated and perceptive in the ways knowledge of the text is 
linked to the demands of the task.  
 


AO2 In their analysis of the ways in which Shakespeare shapes meanings through 
dramatic techniques and language choices in possibly presenting an island world 
where freedom is an illusion; the reality is service and oppression, candidates might 
draw upon the following:  
• presentation and dramatic use of Ariel and Caliban 
• presentation of Ariel and Caliban’s relationships with their master Prospero 
• themes of control/illusion and reality/transformation 
• various characters’ perceptions of the island  
• portrayal of relationships before/during/after the shipwreck 
• presentation of Propero and Miranda’s parent-child relationship 
• nature and animal imagery 
• imagery of torment/punishment 
• depiction of Prospero’s magic. 


 
Band 1 responses are likely to be limited in range; to take a narrative or descriptive 
approach and to offer little by way of textual support. In Band 2, we should expect to 
see better supported writing with some clear points showing some understanding of 
the Shakespeare’s techniques. Band 3 work should demonstrate a well-organised 
and detailed discussion with well chosen, convincing support and clear engagement 
with the implications of characters’ words and actions. Bands 4 and 5 should 
demonstrate increasingly perceptive analysis and, at the top, sophisticated 
evaluation.  
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AO3 Candidates must engage with the contextual focus in the question, the island world 
of freedom. We are likely to see a wide range of reference as candidates consider 
the significance and influence of the cultural, political, religious and social contexts 
upon the ways in which Shakespeare presents, and in which different audiences 
understand and appreciate the island world of freedom within the island setting. 
Candidates are likely to draw upon some of the following which will need to be 
integrated relevantly into their discussions: 
• ideas about ruling, courts both home and abroad 
• ideas about parents and children, masters and servants 
• attitudes and beliefs regarding magic and the supernatural  
• ideas of the noble savage  
• age of adventure and colonisation  
• attitudes towards marriage and the status of women.  


 
Bearing in mind the time allocated to the essay and the weighting of AO3, we should 
expect to see relevant and telling reference to contexts in support of literary 
discussion. However, those who write extensively about context are likely to penalise 
themselves by giving inadequate attention to the other AOs.  
In Band 1 we are likely to see broad and assertive writing which will not always be 
successfully linked to text or task. In Band 2, there should be some relevant 
connections between the text and some contexts but the approach might still be 
broad and assertive. By Band 3, contextual materials should be carefully chosen 
and the connections between text, task and context clearly understood. Writing in 
Bands 4 and 5 should demonstrate an increasingly sound analysis and eventually 
perceptive approach to the significance of key contexts. 
 


AO5 Candidates must engage with the view given in the question. They may approach 
AO5 in 3 ways:  
• by debating alternative ideas and multiple readings of the material they have 


chosen from The Tempest 
• by engaging with critical material including specific references to and 


quotations from other readers.  
• a combination of both of the above.  


 
We will reward sensible and supported alternative readings of aspects of The 
Tempest which are relevant to the discussion of an island world where freedom is an 
illusion. We will give credit for reference to relevant critical views – especially when 
the candidate has used a critical reading to develop a personal approach to 
Shakespeare’s presentation of human relationships. 
 
Band 1 responses might assert different views without discussion or present 
quotations from critical sources which are not relevant to the task. In Band 2 we 
should see evidence of candidates’ awareness of plural readings and towards the 
top of the band we could see critical views applied although they are unlikely to be 
fully assimilated into the candidate’s personal approach. In Band 3, the recognition 
of different readings and the use of critical material should be relevant to the 
candidate’s argument. In Bands 4 and 5, we should see increasing confidence and 
expertise in the ways different readings are used to contribute to candidates’ 
arguments and understanding of the text.  
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Component 2 Section A part (i) Assessment Grid 
 


Band 


AO1 
Articulate informed, personal and creative 
responses to literary texts, using associated 
concepts and terminology, and coherent, 
accurate written expression 


AO2 
Analyse ways in which meanings are shaped 
in literary texts 


 5 marks 10 marks 


5 


5 marks 
• sophisticated, creative and individual 


response to extract; ideas are thoughtful and 
response is fully engaged and relevant 


• confident, perceptive application of literary 
concepts and terminology 


• effectively organised; demonstrates flair; 
high levels of technical accuracy and adopts 
a clear academic style and register 


9-10 marks 
• perceptive, sophisticated analysis and 


evaluation of Shakespeare’s use of 
language and dramatic techniques to create 
meaning 


• confident and apt textual support 
• confident discussion of implicit meaning 


4 


4 marks 
• clearly informed, engaged and well-


structured response with sound knowledge 
of the extract 


• sound and apt application of literary 
concepts and terminology 


• expression is accurate and clear; response 
is organised and shows some evidence of 
an academic style and register 


7-8 marks 
• sound, accurate analysis and evaluation of 


Shakespeare’s’ use of language and 
dramatic techniques to create meaning 


• secure, apt textual support 
• sound, secure grasp of implicit meaning 


3 


3 marks 
• clearly engages with extract and response is 


mostly relevant 
• some sensible use of key concepts and 


generally accurate use and application of 
terminology 


• reasonably coherent response; generally 
clearly organised; expression generally 
accurate and clear, though there may be 
some lapses 


5-6 marks 
• purposeful, detailed and mostly relevant 


analysis of Shakespeare’s use of language 
and dramatic techniques to create meaning 


• generally clear and accurate textual support 
• grasps some implicit meanings 


2 


2 marks 
• attempts to engage with extract and 


structure response, though may not always 
be relevant to the question; response may 
be restricted to a literal reading 


• some, though may not always be relevant, 
use of concepts and terminology 


• expression may feature some inaccuracies 


3-4 marks 
• makes some valid points about 


Shakespeare’s use of language and 
dramatic techniques to create meaning 


• supports points by some appropriate 
reference to extract 


• shows some attempt to grasp implicit 
meaning 


1 


1 mark 
• superficial approach to extract that may 


show only partial/simple understanding 
• grasp of basic terminology, though this 


may be uneven 
• errors in expression and lapses in clarity 


1-2 marks 
• identifies basic language and dramatic 


features 
• discussion tends to be narrative/descriptive 


in nature 
• offers some support in the form of quotations 


and references which may not always be 
relevant 


0 0 marks: Response not credit worthy or not attempted. 
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Component 2 Section A part (ii) Assessment Grid 
Band AO1 


Articulate informed, personal and creative 
responses to literary texts, using associated 


concepts and terminology, and coherent, accurate 
written expression 


AO2 
Analyse ways in which meanings are 


shaped in literary texts 


AO3 
Demonstrate understanding of the 
significance and influence of the 


contexts in which literary texts are 
written and received 


AO5 
Explore literary 


texts informed by 
different 


interpretations 
 5 marks 10 marks 20 marks 10 marks 


5 5 marks 
• sophisticated, creative and individual response to 


play; ideas are thoughtful and response is fully 
engaged and relevant 


• confident, perceptive application of literary concepts 
and terminology 


• effectively organised; demonstrates flair; high levels 
of technical accuracy and adopts a clear academic 
style and register 


9-10 marks 
• perceptive, sophisticated analysis and 


evaluation of Shakespeare’s use of language 
and dramatic techniques to create meaning 


• confident and apt textual support 
• confident discussion of implicit meaning 


17-20 marks 
• perceptive, productive discussion of 


significance and influence of contexts 
• confident analysis of the contexts in 


which texts are written and received 
• confident analysis of connections 


between play and contexts 


9-10 marks 
• mature and confident 


discussion of other 
relevant 
interpretations of play. 


• autonomous, 
independent reader 


4 4 marks 
• clearly informed, engaged and well-structured 


response with sound knowledge of the play 
• sound and apt application of literary concepts and 


terminology 
• expression is accurate and clear; response is 


organised and shows some evidence of an academic 
style and register 


7-8 marks 
• sound, accurate analysis and evaluation of 


Shakespeare’s use of language and dramatic 
techniques to create meaning 


• secure, apt textual support 
• sound, secure grasp of implicit meaning 


13-16 marks 
• sound, secure appreciation and 


understanding of the significance and 
influence of contexts 


• sound, secure analysis of the contexts in 
which texts are written and received 


• sound, secure understanding of 
connections between play and contexts 


7-8 marks 
• makes sound and 


purposeful use of 
other relevant 
interpretations of play 


3 3 marks 
• clearly engages with play and response is mostly 


relevant 
• some sensible use of key concepts and generally 


accurate use and application of terminology 
• reasonably coherent response; generally clearly 


organised; expression generally accurate and clear, 
though there may be some lapses 


5-6 marks 
• purposeful, detailed and mostly relevant 


analysis of Shakespeare’s use of language 
and dramatic techniques to create meaning 


• generally clear and accurate textual support 
• grasps some implicit meanings 


9-12 marks 
• clear grasp of significance and 


influence of contexts 
• clear grasp of the contexts in which 


texts are written and received 
• clear understanding of connections 


between play and contexts 


5-6 marks 
• makes clear and 


appropriate use of 
other relevant 
interpretations of play 


2 2 marks 
• attempts to engage with play and structure response, 


though may not always be relevant to the question; 
response may be restricted to a literal reading 


• some, though may not always be relevant, use of 
concepts and terminology 


• expression may feature some inaccuracies 


3-4 marks 
• makes some valid points about 


Shakespeare’s use of language and 
dramatic techniques to create meaning 


• supports points by some appropriate 
reference to plays 


• shows some attempt to grasp implicit 
meaning 


5-8 marks 
• acknowledges the importance of 


contexts 
• basic grasp of the contexts in which 


texts are written and received 
• makes some connections between play 


and contexts 


3-4 marks 
• acknowledges that the 


play can be 
interpreted in more 
than one way 


1 1 mark 
• superficial approach to play that may show only 


partial/simple understanding 
• grasp of basic terminology, though this may be 


uneven 
• errors in expression and lapses in clarity 


1-2 marks 
• identifies basic language and dramatic 


features 
• discussion tends to be narrative/descriptive in 


nature 
• offers some support in the form of quotations 


and references which may not always be 
relevant 


1-4 marks 
• attempts to acknowledge the 


importance of contexts 
• describes wider contexts in which texts 


are are written and received 
• attempts to make superficial 


connections between plays and 
contexts 


1-2 marks 
• describes other views 


of play with partial 
understanding 


0 0 marks: Response not credit worthy or not attempted. 
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Section B: Drama Pre- and Post - 1900


Answer one question in this section.


In your response, you are required to:


  • analyse how meanings are shaped
  • demonstrate understanding of the significance and influence of the contexts in which literary 


texts are written and received
  • explore connections across the set texts
  • show how different interpretations have informed your reading.


Webster: The Duchess of Malfi (Methuen)
Williams: A Streetcar Named Desire (Penguin Modern Classics)


Either,


“In the social world of this play, we are made to think more about the insecurity of males 
than the powerlessness of females.” To what extent would you apply this view to both 
The Duchess of Malfi and A Streetcar Named Desire? [60]


Or,


How far would you agree that in both The Duchess of Malfi and A Streetcar Named 
Desire “the audience is shown the destructive impact of confined locations upon 
vulnerable individuals”? [60]
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Wilde: Lady Windermere’s Fan (New Mermaids)
Pinter: Betrayal (Faber)


Either,


“Although the play is about the betrayal of others, it is its presentation of self-betrayal 
which offers more insights to the audience.” How far could you apply this comment to 
both Lady Windermere’s Fan and Betrayal?  [60]


END OF PAPER
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Section A: Shakespeare


Answer one question in this section.


Each question is in two parts. In both part (i) and part (ii) you are required to analyse how meanings 
are shaped.


In part (ii) you are also required to:


 •  demonstrate understanding of the significance and influence of the contexts in which literary 
texts are written and received


 • show how different interpretations have informed your reading.


Either,


 King Lear


 LEAR     Ay, every inch a king. 
  When I do stare, see how the subject quakes.
  I pardon that man’s life. What was thy cause?
  Adultery?
  Thou shalt not die. Die for adultery? No.
  The wren goes to’t, and the small gilded fly
  Does lecher in my sight.
  Let copulation thrive; for Gloucester’s bastard son
  Was kinder to his father than my daughters
  Got ’tween the lawful sheets. 
  To’t, luxury, pell-mell, for I lack soldiers.
  Behold yond simp’ring dame
  Whose face between her forks presages snow,
  That minces virtue and does shake the head
  To hear of pleasure’s name –
  The fitchew nor the soiled horse goes to’t
  With a more riotous appetite.
  Down from the waist they are centaurs,
  Though women all above;
  But to the girdle do the gods inherit,
  Beneath is all the fiends’;
  There’s hell, there’s darkness, there is the sulphurous pit –
  Burning, scalding, stench, consumption.
  Fie, fie, fie! pah, pah! Give me an ounce of civet, good
  apothecary, to sweeten my imagination. There’s money for thee.
 GLOUCESTER O, let me kiss that hand!


      (Act 4, scene vi)


 (i) With close reference to the language and imagery in this extract, examine Shakespeare’s 
presentation of Lear’s state of mind at this point in the play. [15]


 (ii) How far would you agree that in King Lear “Shakespeare shows his audience that it is the 
mad who are sane and the sane who are mad”? [45]
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Or,


  Hamlet


 HAMLET  How all occasions do inform against me,
   And spur my dull revenge! What is a man,
   If his chief good and market of his time
   Be but to sleep and feed? A beast, no more!
   Sure he that made us with such large discourse,
   Looking before and after, gave us not
   That capability and godlike reason
   To fust in us unus’d. Now, whether it be
   Bestial oblivion, or some craven scruple
   Of thinking too precisely on th’ event –
   A thought which, quarter’d, hath but one part wisdom
   And ever three parts coward – I do not know
   Why yet I live to say ‘This thing’s to do’,
   Sith I have cause, and will, and strength, and means,
   To do’t. Examples gross as earth exhort me:
   Witness this army, of such mass and charge,
   Led by a delicate and tender prince,
   Whose spirit, with divine ambition puff’d,
   Makes mouths at the invisible event,
   Exposing what is mortal and unsure
   To all that fortune, death, and danger, dare,
   Even for an egg-shell. Rightly to be great
   Is not to stir without great argument,
   But greatly to find quarrel in a straw, 
   When honour’s at the stake.


   (Act 4, scene iv)


 (i) With close reference to the language and imagery in this extract, examine how Shakespeare 
presents Hamlet’s thoughts about himself at this point in the play. [15]


 (ii) How far would you agree that in Hamlet “an obsession with honour is the driving force of 
this play”?  [45]
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Or,


  The Tempest


 ARIEL Is there more toil? Since thou dost give me pains,
  Let me remember thee what thou hast promis’d,
  Which is not yet perform’d me.
 PROSPERO  How now, moody?
  What is’t thou canst demand?
 ARIEL  My liberty.
 PROSPERO Before the time be out? No more!
 ARIEL    I prithee,
  Remember I have done thee worthy service,
  Told thee no lies, made thee no mistakings, serv’d 
  Without or grudge or grumblings. Thou didst promise
  To bate me a full year.
 PROSPERO  Dost thou forget
  From what a torment I did free thee?
 ARIEL  No.
 PROSPERO  Thou dost; and think’st it much to tread the ooze
  Of the salt deep,
  To run upon the sharp wind of the north,
  To do me business in the veins o’ th’ earth
  When it is bak’d with frost.
 ARIEL   I do not, sir.
 PROSPERO  Thou liest, malignant thing. Hast thou forgot
  The foul witch Sycorax, who with age and envy
  Was grown into a hoop? Hast thou forgot her?
 ARIEL No, sir.
 PROSPERO  Thou hast. Where was she born? Speak; tell me.
 ARIEL Sir, in Argier.
 PROSPERO  O, was she so? I must
  Once in a month recount what thou hast been,
  Which thou forget’st. This damn’d witch Sycorax,
  For mischiefs manifold, and sorceries terrible
  To enter human hearing, from Argier
  Thou know’st was banish’d; for one thing she did
  They would not take her life. Is not this true?
 ARIEL Ay, sir.


        (Act 1, scene ii)


 (i) With close reference to the language and imagery in this extract, examine Shakespeare’s 
presentation of the relationship between Prospero and Ariel at this point in the play. [15]


 (ii) “Shakespeare presents an island world where freedom is an illusion; the reality is service 
and oppression.” How far would you agree with this view of The Tempest? [45]
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